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Tips and Tricks to help all Dragons
adjust to new environments



Establish routine,
expectations

Creating positive habits and

consistency is critical at the start.

Preparing like a traditional school day

(breakfast, getting dressed) will aid

the familiarity. A normal bedtime and

following the schedule allows students

to prepare and know what to expect.

Finding a consistent, quiet work space

within the home reminds it's a place for

school learning and away from the

casual activities and distractions. Keep

the doors open so adults are able to

observe, keeping the student on task.

Set up a 
learning area



Stay 
connected

Teachers will reach out to students in the

group setting in class. Though remote,

they are still available to assist students 

and the two-way interaction will help.

Teachers are eager to assist and will

answer questions as soon as they are

able.

Just as in previous school years, parents

are available for support, but the

students are doing the work. Learning

independence takes time. Yet, the

students who engage with the teachers

and class will be proud of their

achievement.

Students own
learning



Create reading
time

While reading is built into the

curriculum and teacher lessons,

ensuring some time to escape gives

the student a different view, while

practicing a significant life skill.

The home can be busy with multiple

students and parents all in the

confined space. Creating separation

(either in a different room or with

headphones) can help. LOCS is leaving

Wednesdays for independent, low-

stress learning.

Establish quiet
moments



Start, finish
with check-in

Though many students are independent

with their learning, a parent check-in at

the start and end of the day helps

organize and develop self-

management skills.

Students need to have physical

activity for their own health as well

as for keeping the brain engaged

and energized to learn.

Encourage
physical 
activity


